
PROXY CHINA

CONSULTING SERVICES

MEET YOUR BUSINESS EXPECTATIVE

Proxy China Consulting Group has designed a portfolio of service
offerings that are intended to go to the root of any company issues.

As a consulting group we have adapted our services into 4 different
service lines of consulting.

The following are our service branches and what we can offer
within them:



SUPPLIER / CLIENT PORTAFOLIO
• Research for and providing list of potential suppliers / clients

• Business agenda (setting up meetings during visit)

• Factory audits (quality and process)

• Trading fair visit or arrangement

• Translator

• Service development

• Initial design and structure of a buy sell agreement

• Initial setup and structure for distribution plan

MARKETING STRATEGY AND IMPLEMENTATION
• Marketing Research (Market, Competitive and Price analysis)

• Marketing Positioning Strategy

• Marketing Audits (SEO, Webpage, strategies, etc)

• Social Media (Wechat, Weibo, Forum, etc.)

• Public Relations

• Branding

SETTING UP COMPANY
• Business operation and strategic plans

• Headhunting Services

• Financial Management and other Services (Investment)

• Office Renting Daily

OTHER
• Business trip planning

• Transportation

• Accommodation

SERVICES



Whenever small businesses hire a consultant, they are taking a risk that they will
spend money and not achieve the desired outcome. This is a real risk factor as far
too many consulting firms over promise and under deliver.
The fact is, not all companies are good candidates for hiring consulting services.
Proxy China Consulting Group believes in a core group of guiding principles that
drive our client selection process, create the nature and approach of our services,
and dictate our commitment to delivery of a finished definable product that has
added value.

A Few More Reasons To Choose Us

• You always deal directly with the expert, not everyone on the food chain.

• We are oriented in not wasting you or our time, we are more inclined to get in
and out.

• We believe in keeping our fees low by not charging you for tasks that you can
do.

• We have researched and tested professional resource contacts that will save
you time and money and have the background you need for assistance on a
number of business matters.

• There will be no billing surprises. You will always know what the cost will be
and you will have the power to stop if something feels too much or you need
to revise the quotation before work starts.

• We believe in being realistic, we add value by cutting to the chase and focusing
on solutions and implementation not endless diagnosis and documentation.

OUR PHILOSOPHY



Our Guiding Principals

• If we can’t define the project and agree on the deliverable, then don’t take on
the assignment.

• We must and will know the client’s definition of project success and will be
truthful with ourselves that we can deliver.

• If we can’t agree on a budget and a value for our services then it is best not to
proceed.

• We are paid to be truth tellers and therefore must be open and candid at all
times no matter how bad the news is. If a client doesn’t want to hear this
from us, then we are not in the right relationship.

• For the vast majority of manufacturing, mining, steel and light industrial
companies, owners and personnel would rather be coached on creating a
solution then handed a packaged deliverable at a high cost.

• Providing advice is only meaningful if the suggestions are truly actionable and
realistic given financial and time constraints of the owners and key personnel
of the company.

• Generating glossy and voluminous reports rarely results in value added for the
client, and only eats up precious budget resources for the project

• Planning and good business management is a process not an event. We must
view everything we do as work-in-progress. Continuous improvement
implies the process is just that – continuous.

OUR PRINCIPALS


